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THE GRAND HOTEL, EASTBOURNE
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Christopher, our generous host
and renowned Master of Ceremonies
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EDWARDIAN SPLENDOUR IN PALATIAL STYLE
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Marcia

Birthday girl Johnnie
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Dominic

The birthday group included children,
grandchildren, in-laws and siblings.
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Lucinda, Robert, Kathy. Uisce and Nenny
Taillte and Nenny, Taillte and Lucinda, Marcia and Lucinda
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Lucinda, Marcia.
Johnnie and her grand children, Robert
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Dominic is his first dinner jacket. Lyn, Warren, Domdom
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Luke, Jay, Joe, Dominic
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Nonina with her grand-kinder
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Howard and Kathy, Dominic, Christopher and group
James and Robert, Uisce, Johnnie, Jay, Lyn with Susan
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James and Robert, Uisce,
Lucinda, James and Kathy.
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Family photographs before dinner.
Robert, Christopher and Johnnie
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Dinner menu, the Duke's Room
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Supréme de Guinea fowl
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The Dinner table
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The Duke's Room
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Speech for Johnnie’s birthday by Christopher
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As you know Jennifer’s health has not been very good over the
last few years culminating last year with her having a new knee
and hip. This restricts considerably her mobility and so I’m
most grateful that you are all able to come and celebrate her
birthday on our “Home patch “as it were. This is a unique
occasion, probably impossible to repeat with the old getting
older and the young about to leave home for university.
When I decided, 48 years ago, to give up life in London and
rather recklessly take a rambling wing of the country house in
Leicestershire I did not realise I would be meeting my future
wife. I heard from the family that daughter Jennifer lived and
worked in Rome, which in those days sounded rather
adventurous and romantic. When we met, we discovered we
had both suffered illnesses as children and I think because of
that had a devotion to Our Lady.
I’m sure it was she who tipped the wink to the Almighty that we
were an odd couple but would probably suit each other. How
right she was. So, in 1970 we were married in the chapel at

Husbands Bosworth and since then I have, as they say, lived happily ever after and much enjoyed the
friendship of the Constable Maxwell family.
80 is an age when one begins to reflect on the three generations. One’s own, one’s children, and one’s
grandchildren and it is interesting to look at the changes that have occurred in those three
generations.
Jennifer and I were born before the Second World War which made a great difference to our
upbringing from those born after it. The wartime world almost took a step back in time. In fact, there
were fewer cars on the road in 1940 than there were in 1930. Travel was highly restricted and
children rarely went further than they could walk or cycle. Our mothers were packed ready for
evacuation in the very possible event of German invasion and our fathers were away with the military.
As young children, we looked up to see and hear air raids in Derby and in my case London.
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Searchlights sweeping across the sky and the constant sound of anti-aircraft fire. Food was rationed
and pretty dreary. Rooms were cold and in winter you often had to scrape the frost of the inside of
your bedroom window. To give you some idea of how people adjusted to that environment when I was
a six-year-old I went off to school on my own. My mother gave me tuppence for the bus fare and told
me the only thing I need worry about was to keep an eye on the flying bombs which were unmanned
aircraft full of explosives being sent over from occupied Europe by the Nazis. These droned overhead
all day long but I was told if you heard the engine cut out you had to make your way quickly to the
nearest shelter as there was only 30 seconds before the bomb landed and the explosion could
demolish a street.
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You can imagine therefore growing up was a fairly serious business and our generation really wanted
to be like our parents or like our parents were when they were younger. There was no such a thing as
teenagers. Once you left school you were grown-up and you went to work in an office or factory or you
became an apprentice or articled clerk if you are going into one of the professions. Very few young
people went to university. All young men had to undergo two years’ military service. Robert, Kit and I
served in the British army and Howard rather later served in the South African military. Indeed, I
think he was the only one of the four of us who saw active service being involved in the Angolan
campaign. So, responsibility came early and whilst we had a lot of fun it was mostly within the
confines of what our parents would have known and understood.
Now, our children’s generation were born into a very different world. The swinging 60’s had come along
and left their mark. So, these young people were teenagers, big time. They enjoyed rebelling against
what would have been considered by them the stiff conventions of their parents. James took up art
when he was at school and that together with his interest in Buddhism made him quite a singular boy
in his house at Eton. He learnt that ability to be rather raffish and insolent in the smooth way
epitomised by his contemporaries. I always like the story of the Eton boy who was late for class and on
being asked by the master why he was late he replied “I have been to the doctor sir”. As the College
had a number of doctors the beak said rather irritably “which Dr boy?”. To receive the reply “No sir
ordinary Dr”.
Well James was rather the same when he was caught brewing beer and he was reported to the
housemaster, a rather dreamy historian. James managed to persuade Mr Evans that brewing beer was
a normal habit. “I have read the house rules carefully sir and there seems to be nothing saying you
cannot brew beer. Indeed, sir my father brews beer at home and my mother’s family are all Brewers”.
He did this with such politeness and conviction that he avoided any punishment. A neighbour of
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Lucinda’s who was two years below James in his house said this incident made him quite a legend.
Incidents like this do follow you through life. Quite recently I was in my club in London with Robert
who was introduced to a guest and when being told his name was asked “Are you any relation to
‘bomber Maxwell’ at Ampleforth”. I will leave you to ask Robert or Susan afterwards to tell you that
story! The object of the exercise among schoolboys of that generation I think was to do as little work
as they could get away with.
Lucinda followed him down the art road when she was at Saint Mary’s School, Calne. She too had a
very singular circle of friends. When our house was burgled and the following day a detective sergeant
came to talk to me about the incident he asked to see where the burglars had broken in. I showed
him into the bedroom where the window had been forced and he came out saying to me very seriously
“you did not say sir that the room had been trashed”. I’m afraid I had to say to him “no sergeant it
has not been trashed, my daughter is studying A-level art and her room always looks like that”.
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On leaving school she was accepted for a foundation course at the prestigious Camberwell College of
Art. When I went to visit her with her fellow students I found them sitting in the local pub drinking
beer and cider and rolling cigarettes. Very little art was undertaken but the great thing about art at
that time was an ability to persuade people that anything you produced represented modern art. I
remember being somewhat impressed when I heard James’s art exhibit which consisted of a
mountain of egg shells had to be moved when it was being exhibited at Chelsea Town Hall because it
was thought it obscured the fire exit. We Philistine’s thought that in the event of a fire we would
probably demolish the exhibit to reach the fire exit. You can understand therefore to our generation
their children seemed somewhat of an enigma. I am sure however Warren and Kathie led exemplary
lives but I wonder!
Now we go on to the grandchildren, very different again. They could hardly rebel much against their
parents as there was not much left to rebel against!. And so, it came about that they were really
rather more serious, and certainly more dedicated to study. Perhaps the two opposites I have
described above have now produced a rather more balanced generation.
Uisce is working very hard to obtain a place at Trinity College Dublin and after that follow a career in
international relations with the EU or UN. She has the added talent of being an accomplished pianist.
Taillte is being very adventurous indeed and has been selected as one of the three successful
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candidates from Ireland to go to the United World College in China. This is a global enterprise set up
by Kurt Hahn, the founder of Gordonstoun school to encourage young students from across the world
to work in harmony together. She will be there for two years studying the ‘baccalaureate’ syllabus. Her
ambition is to be a lawyer specialising in human rights. I like to think she perhaps gets this from my
interest in the law as I served for 34 years as a magistrate in London’s Westminster division. We wish
both girls every success in this momentous year of their young lives.
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Luke is an academic scholar at Eastbourne College and seems to excel in all subjects gaining “A+” in a
spectrum from Greek to Physics. He enjoys music and dance and has taken a prominent role in many
productions, indeed half an hour before we met tonight he was playing the cello in a concert at school.
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He is in the choir and plays in the school orchestra. Added to which he too is an accomplished
pianist. He has a clear ambition and that is to be a brain surgeon. I see no reason why with the
talent and temperament he has he should not fulfil this role successfully.
Joseph has just obtained a drama scholarship to Eastbourne College where he will go in
September. He too is academically talented particularly in mathematics. He will also sit the
academic scholarship paper later this year. Joe’s musical instrument is the drums and a very
impressive noise he can make on to. Joseph’s ambition at the moment is to be either an actor or an
astrophysicist.
Dominic has just taken a prominent part in his prep school play and is a good all-rounder having
just reached the ripe old age of nine. He enjoys rugby and all school subjects. He’s lucky as he is
still at an age when he does not have to worry too much about serious examinations. I’m sure he
will go on to be as talented as his two brothers.
Finally we must remember grandson Leo.
Leo He is a special person who is tuned to a different
wavelength to the rest of us. He is overall a very happy boy and talented but with his autism will
not be able to lead a normal life and will require constant supervision. He will however I’m sure
reach heaven before the rest of us.
Lucinda together with Warren’s business talent has a great plan to provide work and
accommodation for boys suffering from autism in this part of Sussex as this provision is sadly
lacking in the state sector. With the connections she has made through her city livery company and
the determination she has, I’m sure this enterprise will come to fruition in due course and I
commend you to look at her website “Spectrum Enterprises”.
I have not mentioned of course the grandchildren from those other members of the family who are
here this evening. From what I know of them they are very much in the same mould. I would now
like to ask the older generation to raise their glasses to the young. So, if parents and grandparents
will rise and drink to the health happiness and success of the young generation.

Christopher Newton
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Speech at dinner by Kit
Jen was born in … “JEN JEN”, called out the birthday girl !… a
time of peace and prosperity which was soon to be shattered by
the arrival of an infant brother called… Kit.
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Jen’s finest qualities promptly revealed themselves as she
generously gave Kit such unlimited care and attention that by 3
years old he was not only obese, he could barely walk or talk, as
Jen had always done it all for me. I was now banned from visiting
Belinda at school.
I caught up eventually and now, in 1946 at Bosworth, we climbed
trees, skated on the ice, snared rabbits, camped out on warm
nights on the porch roof and drove around in the newly acquired
ex US Army jeep.
By 1947 we had adopted a role model in the daily radio
programme “Dick Barton Special Agent”. When we heard the
signature tune “Devils Gallop” we would do a ‘VTO’ (vertical take-off) and leap out of the bath
and sprint down the Blue Passage ‘in bares’ to listen.
We had lessons with Mrs Thomas and Pebble Hall and later at the Willows in Market
Harborough. Johnnie tried school at Exton Hall but didn’t take to it. She then suffered the
prolonged discomfort of a back injury with patience and courage.
A full recovery followed and come the Swinging Sixties she secured a job with London’s top
advertising company, JWT (J. Walter Thomson, ). She trained as a model and would be seen
dressed daringly in tartan knickerbockers, pedalling her fold-up bike down Piccadilly.
Here is the picture !
Johnny is caring, loving and loyal, a wonderful sister, wife, mother, granny and friend, and
we are all so lucky to have her. With lots of happy birthday wishes from us all.
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Johnnie in 1960's, modeling, advertising, having fun !
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Speech for Nenny’s birthday by Luke
Firstly, I would like to say a massive thank you to
both Jennifer and Christopher for hosting not only
tonight, but so many events like this for all of us,
particularly the grandchildren. I can certainly say
on behalf of me and my brothers, and I know it is
the same for Uisce and Taillte, that this would be a
once-in-a-lifetime experience for children our age
and the fact that we have been able to experience
this so many times is purely down to our
grandparents.

Unfortunately, my speech will not be as long as
many of the others as I have simply not had the
pleasure of knowing my grandmother for very long.
Therefore, unfortunately it won’t involve any stories
about Nonina as a child, or any stories about my
mum’s and James’s reckless teenage years!
However, I hope you will enjoy me talking about
Jennifer from a different viewpoint to everyone else!
We have heard what a wonderful wife, sister and mother my grandmother, affectionately
known as Nonina, has been throughout her many years and what a loving and inspirational
person she has been to all these people. However, I am going to talk about what a loving
and caring grandmother she has been to not only me and my brothers but also Uisce and
Taillte. I shall speak very briefly but I would like to share with you a few things that came to
mind when I was asked to speak on behalf on the grandchildren.
One of the best things about Nonina is her instinct to do whatever it takes to make
everyone else relaxed and happy whenever we are around her, and that’s what I will talk
about today! Her selfless nature is prevalent in nearly all of the great memories I have of
her. From making bucket loads of pasta with butter for me to satisfy my fussy nature,
despite its known lack of any nutritional value, to making cups of hot chocolate for Joe and
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Dom, despite having very recently had a new hip and knee, and hobbling her way and managing to not
trip or spill anything or having a 5”6 Leo plonking himself on her lap and telling her about all the
Thomas the Tank engines.
My favourite memory of Nonina which is a perfect example of her selflessness is one of our many trips
to Drusilla’s when we were all very little. I distinctively remember after one of our trips I came home
and spent hours telling her about this new, amazing inflatable penguin slide at Drusilla’s and said
how much I would love it if Nonina could come with us and ride it with me. The following weekend we
arrived at Nonina’s house and she was dressed in something I have only ever seen her in once, a oncein-a-lifetime sight, trousers. I was completely unaware that she even had any! Baba told me he had
only ever rarely seen it; we hardly ever see her out of her many lovely skirts! It is a great example of
how lovely a person Nonina is, the fact that she would abandon her traditionalism and go out of her
own comfort to help me to enjoy what would have been just another trip to an overpriced zoo!
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When we arrived the Drusilla’s, worker looked at me in very peculiar way as I suppose he had never
thought a 70-year-old could ride an inflatable slide, let alone voluntarily choose to! She was unable to
ride the slide as I think you had to be under the age of 10, and I am sure it was and still is a great
disappointment to her.
One other thing that came to mind when thinking about Nonina as a grandmother was when I was
around 5, I became obsessed with one of her blue polka dot skirts (which I nicknamed her skirt with
the blue moons). Sure, it was a very nice skirt, but I don’t know what quite led to my obsession with it.
I loved it so much that whenever we came around to her house (and this was a regular when we were
very small) I was adamant that she wore the exact skirt and had a monumental tantrum if I discovered
she was not wearing it, screaming ‘Where are the blue moons Nenny.’!
Despite my mum telling Nonina that it was fine and that I would get over it, without delay Nonina
would bolt upstairs and put on the skirt and I would be fine again, and proceed to go and watch TV
and not look at the skirt again until we had to go! I am not sure how many times she wore that skirt
over the period of 6 months, but unsurprisingly, since then I have not seen that dress since and I am
sure she was very glad when my fixation on what skirt she wore stopped!
I cannot tell you how much Nonina means to me and all of her grandchildren! I can assure you
that it is not an easy job to look after me and my brothers for the night, and I am sure that most
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people around this table would shy away from the task, but not Nonina. She has constantly placed
herself above others for as long as I have known her and undoubtedly that is one of the best
qualities any person can have!
Happy birthday Nonina, and here is to many more great years of looking after all of us!
Luke Muschialli

Uisce, Luke, Taillte
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Food and wine, much laughter, after-dinner speeches
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Speech at dinner by James
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Jennifer was born in 1937, just before Neville
Chamberlin became Prime Minister. Somebody
must have known that trouble was brewing with
Jennifer’s arrival, because two months later the
999 emergency phone service was introduced in
England for the first time !
My first memory of Mum is from the early 1970’s
in the Old Hall, when I saw the ghost of the
mysterious Lady in Black walking around the
Rose Garden. I remember excitedly calling Mum
out, but alas the Lady in Black had disappeared.
Childhood years in the Old Hall with Mum were
most magical.
We then moved to the massive house of
Everingham in Yorkshire. I am reliably informed
that, rather like the Forth Bridge, Everingham
was so big that as soon as one finished cleaning

one end it was time to start again at the other end ! I never tested out this theory for
myself !
I remember Mum doing school runs for myself and Lucinda through floods, blizzards,
black ice, snow and freezing fog, but always arriving home safely to a cup of hot milk by
the fire.
We then moved to Rumsey, in Wiltshire, and from here I remember magical Christmases –
and of Mum and Zia arguing over the correct rules of Pounce Comas. Once, at Rumsey,
Lucinda, Sebastian and I (the ‘Three Musketeers’) decided to have a tangerine fight in the
kitchen. Mum burst in to a kitchen covered in juice and tangerine peel, and was none too
pleased. Thankfully Lucinda and I feel no guilt about this, as it was Sebastian who started
it.
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Not only did Mum have two children to contend with (well
behaved as we were !), but she also had to deal with two
dogs, Anastasia and Christina, who were, in her own words,
‘frightfully wicked’. The dogs, by turns, chased cars, ran
away and on one occasion Christina decided to lie down in
the middle of the A4 and have a nap in the middle of the
road, with a juggernaut honking furiously at her.
Mum has been a most wonderful grandmother, Nonina, to
her six grandchildren. My two girls looked forward to our
trips to Manor Park with feverish excitement.
Having six grandchildren has caused much confusion with
names, and I am by now quite used to being called Luke,
and I am sure Luke has got perfectly used to being called
James.
I’d like to finish by offering a toast to a wonderful Mother,
Grandmother, Sister, Godmother and Aunt.
James Newton

All too soon the speeches were
heard, the port circulated one last
time and dinner was ended.
It was time for bed. A night's sleep
beckoned and guests retired to
bed in four-poster splendour.
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Morning view of the beach, Lyn waves from the balcony.
And a Swiss registerd Bentley is sighted in the forecourt !
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Morning swim was followed by the 'full house' breakfast in our suite
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The 7th Duke of Devonshire (d.1891) presides over the hotel precints
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A motor carriage arrived next day to drive us to Lucinda & Warren
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Kit & Johnnie, Uisce & Lucinda, Uisce & Christopher
Lower right, Gwenda & Kathy, Jay, Howard & Lyn
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Small eats preceded a great lunch. Lyn and Gwenda,
Kathy, Jay, Lucinda, Susan, Gwenda.
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Lunchtime Speech by Warren
Its so wonderful to have all the family here
celebrating this very special day for Jennifer.
Its
very rare to get all the family together like this and
we feel very privileged that everyone has made big
journey to Blackboys to raise a glass for Jennifer.
Jennifer is the most amazing person and both
Christopher and Jennifer have simply been amazing
to Lucinda and myself and our boys. We would not
be here today without their love trust and support
which means the world to us.
Thank you so much for all your help and we love you
very much Nenny and hope you have a wonderful
birthday and here’s to many more…
Warren Muschialli

Owl and Pussycat cards
indicated our 'placement'
at the Muschialli luncheon.
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What a happy and memorable party it was.
Congatulations to Johnnie for reaching 80, and thanks to
Christopher for hosting such a memorable celebration.
And to Lucinda & Warren for their boundless
hospitality at the Grange.

After lunch, Jay flew home
to Edinburgh
Robert & Susan travelled
to Leicestershire
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Marcia & Howard drove
to Europe

Kit & Lyn headed
off to Dorset

James, Cathy & the girls
flew to Eire

Susan and Lucinda, Robert and Marcia, Johnnie,
Gwenda and Kathy, Lucinda
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